This thing of darkness in a memoir and three books of poetry, including his latest, Fancy Beasts, Alex Lemon shines a light into the dark corners of physical and emotional pain to find something rather surprising: joy.
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Main content

MOST of his friends and students at Texas Christian University (TCU) in Fort Worth know Alex Lemon as a handsome, athletic-looking, cheerful young man, as fresh and sunny as his last name. He smiles often, laughs oftener—a necessity, since he finds so very many things funny. He’s an optimist, if not quite of the cockeyed variety, and sees beauty in things that others view only as garbage; although his wife barely tolerates it, he’s an inveterate Dumpster diver, always searching for cast-off items to inspire his art. Strangers often find him so disarmingly open and trustworthy that within minutes of meeting him they’re spilling their deepest secrets. The fact that his college nickname was Happy surprises them not at all.

But the title of Lemon’s memoir, Happy, published by Scribner last December, turns out to be a wee bit ironic. The book is the harrowing story of a golden-boy college jock’s struggles with recurrent brain hemorrhages and the legacy of childhood sexual abuse—which young Lemon initially copes with by indulging in drugs and alcohol, cheating on his girlfriends and, at times, resenting his forced dependence on others, including the artist mother who gave up her teaching job to care for him.

Lemon covered much of the same agonized territory in poetic form in his debut collection, Mosquito (Tin House Books, 2006), and its follow-up, Hallelujah Blackout (Milkweed Editions, 2008). Along with the memoir, they constitute a trilogy whose emotional touchstones are dread, grief, and self-reproach, which are only slightly offset by Lemon’s furious instinct for survival—and, more often, for black comedy, which lacquers the tragic elements of his story to a fine sheen.

Readers with any lingering doubts about the shadow land of Lemon’s mind will find them forcefully dispelled by Fancy Beasts, (published this month by Milkweed), his darkest book yet. Here, the collapse of his health—though its aftermath unfolds to this day in the form of constant double vision, numbness of the face, vertigo, and other symptoms—largsely old news. “My entire body is killing me, / & I have witnessed my own death // & lived,” the speaker announces, with no ring of triumph, in “It Had Only Been Dead a Few Hours.” “I whisper my own wagers / against disaster into the dark air.” But if the wounds of the body are less dire in Fancy Beasts, the wounds of the mind fester unabated, giving the book’s whispered wagers a serrated, accusatory edge. Sometimes the poet seems like a descendant of Jeremiah and the speaker in Eliot’s The Waste Land, a disgusted spectator at the dance of Eros and Thanatos in a contemporary culture that has become startlingly inane. He finds himself, in “Vista Verde,” at a shopping mall counting women with “basketball-sized breasts, lips like bloated // Caterpillars, cheeks stretched taut, identical / Almond eyes & one banging body—model-shaped // & gorgeous—with the head of a cadaver.” He fidgets and frets, nursing a sense of looming apocalypse—as in “Please Please More Napalm,” in which the...
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